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ABSTRACT 
The work considers information and computing technologies supporting regional deci-
sions making and based on geoinformation web-systems and mapping web-services. The 
use of such systems for the information support of regional management is now becoming 
common. Long-term strategic forecasting and planning of territories development, solu-
tion of various institutional and sectoral problems today are often based on the use of 
integrated information and computing environment, complex information systems of re-
gional management, which are based on geospatial (mapping) data.  
     With all the variety of tasks to be solved, methods and approaches used, information 
technologies and software products, it is possible to distinguish several characteristic fea-
tures of IT solutions used in the field under consideration. Such regional geoinformation 
web-systems provide access to huge arrays of geospatial information and services distrib-
uted in the Internet, remote data processing with high performance multi-user computers. 
Usually they are built in service-oriented architecture, and they can be regarded as a set 
of interrelated software components for spatial data operations, such as import/export, 
cataloging, visualizing, creating, processing, distribution, etc. Different geospatial plat-
form may be used as a basis – from commercial software (for example – ESRI ArcGIS 
and its components) to free and open source geospatial software stack, such as OSGeo 
projects.  
This paper discusses mapping resources, technologies and web-services developed for 
regional authorities of Kranoyarsk Territory, Russia. In particular, over the past few years, 
about a dozen regional-level geoinformation web-systems have been created, including 
"Geoinformation system for monitoring the state of the environment in the zone of oper-
ation of the oil and gas industry enterprises of the Krasnoyarsk Territory", "The network 
of regional educational services", "The health map of the Krasnoyarsk Territory", "Satel-
lite Remote Sensing data archive of the Krasnoyarsk Territory", "Automated system for 
monitoring the municipalities in economy and regional development". 
     The modular architecture of the systems under consideration, the use of standard web 
services for data exchange between these modules, ensures the rapid adaptation of the 
existing software to the customer requirements, the replication of individual components, 
and their complementarity. In its turn, registration of created resources, i.e. spatial data in 
the centralized geoportal catalog, provides the possibility of their simultaneous applica-
tion in several developments. This service-oriented approach, based on the active imple-
mentation of web technologies into application information systems, is increasingly being 
used now. 
 




Modern web mapping software (spatial web system, web GIS) are usually built according 
to so-called service-oriented architecture, and they can be considered as a set of interre-
lated software components for operations with spatial data, such as import/export, cata-
loging, visualizing, creating, processing, distribution, etc. The technological basis for 
these solutions is a set spatial data processing and visualization software such as Google 
Maps API, Mapserver Mapscript, Yandex Maps API, Scanex GeoMixer, etc. These pro-
gramming components form the web mapping user interface and provide access to the 
different functions of mapping elements on web page, such as customization of map vis-
ualization, selection of thematic data from predefined data sets, changing the data of the 
presented map features, and so on. [1]. Web mapping applications have become very 
popular due to high degree of the user interface interactivity, very fast regeneration of 
picture on the screen during moving the map an changing its scale, different other opera-
tions with spatial data. It is also important the support of spatial data exchange formats 
and standards, such as KML, WMS, GeoJSON, etc. [2]. 
Web services have become the key element of these systems. The most popular at the 
moment concept of building mapping web applications involves the creation of an inter-
connected web services components set, the implementation of which is carried out sim-
ultaneously on the server and the client computer (multi-tier architecture), as well as for-
mation of a spatial data set usually made in the format of popular GIS or using a special-
ized geospatial database. The initial spatial data preparation for the web application is 
usually carried out outside the considered web-system; for this, standard desktop GIS are 
typically used today (ArcGIS, QGIS, MapInfo and others) [3]. 
 
REGIONAL SPATIAL DATA INFRASTRUCTURE 
Spatial data and web-based systems are widely used in regional management tasks at 
present. The range of interests is very wide-agriculture, environmental problems, territory 
planning, transport management, emergencies, etc. [4-9]. 
Research and development in the field of the spatial data infrastructure on the regional 
level have been carried out at Institute of Computational Modeling of Siberian Branch of 
Russian Academy of Sciences (ICM SB RAS) at Krasnoyarsk (Russia) for somewhere 
20 years now. This work resulted in the creation of software and technological tools for 
applied geoinformation web-system (geoportals) construction. The procedure of quick 
implementation of applied geoinformation web-systems has been developed. The appro-
priate technological, informational and computational software, such as storage, pro-
cessing and spatial data (including satellite images) analyzing services, along with applied 
program and user interface repositories, access authorization media within the structure 
of the geoportal and spatial data catalogue, cartographic web-visualization system, auxil-
iary and applied web-services have been created [10].  
Software and technological tools that are being developed represent high-level reposito-
ries of functions and classes, application templates directed at the end user. These provide 
an operational solution of the following tasks: 
 Maintenance and storage of digital cartographic materials, raster images of the loca-
tion enabling the univocal addressing and positioning of objects in the regional (mu-
nicipal) infrastructure; 




 Navigation through informational cartographic resources, visualization and analysis 
of spatially oriented data on unified digital maps; 
 Interaction with cartographic and attributive resources (databases) of third party ap-
plied information systems; 
 Solution to various spatial tasks using resources of the spatial data storage (spatial 
search, object creation etc.); 
 Provision of access to the system using modern geoinformation system technologies 
and interfaces. 
Using the experience of successful completed projects, let’s try to define main features 
of web mapping systems focused on regional management tasks from the functional point 
of view – 
 The system should consist of client and server parts, thereby realizing the "client-
server" technology. Application of the MVC (Model-View-Controller) design pattern 
as the server part basis provides ample opportunities for the tasks solution. Using of 
this architecture assumes separation of the application data, user interface and control 
logic into three separate components. Modification of each component can be per-
formed independently. Apart from the standard MVC elements, key units of the sys-
tem are also page presentation templates and AJAX handlers. 
 Spatial data should be recorded in the resource catalogue. The web application com-
munication with the resource catalogue is performed on the basis of service-oriented 
architecture using the SOAP/XML protocol. It creates a set of functions available in 
the form of application programming interface (API), which offers the possibility of 
resources searching, filtering, management, editing, copying, moving, etc. 
 Two API sets should be formed. The 1-st API is common (client) interface for user 
applications, and the 2-nd one is for advanced (server) interface for applications hav-
ing the ability to control the resources catalogue, its objects and relationships between 
objects. 
Information support for the applied regional geoinformation web systems consists of sev-
eral types of geospatial and other data and appropriate tools of their processing [11]: 
 tabular data stored in the database – it provides the business logic of the system, its 
basic content; 
 thematic spatial data related to direct content of the application system objectives and 
functions. This type of data can be created both within the applied system user inter-
face (based on the web browser or Windows application) and by tools of third-party 
applications – various GIS/CAD programs, etc. 
 mapping background – information resources of auxiliary character  maps and satel-
lite images used for the thematic spatial data visualizing. Own data sets can be used 
as well as third-party services provided by Yandex, Google, 2GIS and other compa-
nies. 
 tools for creating and managing the spatial metadata and related services of visuali-
zation, search and filtering. 
 procedures for geospatial data classifying – standardized classification system enables 
multiple data using for various projects. 
 tools for the geospatial data web publication managing – user interfaces for the for-
mation of geoportal thematic sections based on the web-content management system. 
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 tools for the systems integration, information exchange and interaction based on the 
geoportal information-analytical and mapping services. 
Particular attention should be paid to spatial metadata. Metadata is data about data, i.e. 
catalogues, directories, registers, metadata-bases and other forms of descriptions of digi-
tal and analogue data sets comprising information on its composition, content, status (ac-
tuality and updatableness), on its genesis (ways and conditions of its origination), on its 
location, quality (its completeness, consistency and validity), on its formats and forms of 
presentation, on access, on acquisition and usage conditions, on copyright, property and 
related rights for this data. Metadata databases, including those comprised in cartographic 
data and geoinformational systems, can provide a medium of inventory of informational 
resources, be involved in existing informational systems and databases, as well as they 
can be used in searching and estimating the origins of spatial data. 
To solve regional management tasks under consideration, the formal definition of the 
following major components of the spatial data infrastructure should be performed [12]:  
 Basic spatial data that can provide the base for location (positioning) of all other 
spatial and non-spatial (attributive or thematic) ones; 
 Spatial metadata and accessing mechanisms that include metadata databases located 
in the network of servers, gateways and portals, available through the information 
interchange centres and facilitating data search among the multitude of storages, 
funds, databases located at their bearers, as well as they include standards and pro-
gramming tools for metadata-base creation and accessing; 
 Standards on spatial data, including standards on spatial data models, geodetic pro-
vision, spatial and temporal coordinate systems, representation formats in spatial da-
tabases,  interchange formats, metadata, data accuracy and quality, digital maps and 
cartographic methods, classifiers of particular thematic data types up to standards on 
notion and nomenclature instrument. 
 
DESIGNED SOFTWARE STRUCTURE 
The geoportal software is the key element of the presented software and technological 
tools for applied geoinformation web-system development. It includes a number of com-
ponents that are currently running on different nodes in distributed architecture [13] – 
 Data Storage Subsystem within which the support of all the formats of popular GIS 
(ArcGIS SHP, MapInfo TAB, etc.) and spatial databases, such as PostgreSQL / Post-
GIS and others is provided. 
 Geoportal Resources Catalogue, which is a metadata management subsystem, a data-
base and a program repository set (API) for various operations with resources on the 
base of web-services on SOAP protocol. 
 Geoportal Data Management Subsystem. The main task is the registration of infor-
mation resources in the Catalogue, entering and editing of metadata. Further functions 
relate to the distinctions of access rights, metadata import from third party WMS-
resources and its applicable registration in the catalogue and others.  
 Geoportal Metadata User Web-interface, which is a web-application designed for 
navigation through the resources registered in the system, and search among these 
resources. It provides navigation though the Resource Catalogue with regard to the 




multiple resource classification and filtration on different criteria, as well as creation 
of user data sets (“Shopping Cart”) and others. 
 Cartographic Web-interface Subsystem, which is a web-application for representation 
of maps, spatial data layers though the web-interface (Fig. 1). A capability to mark 
various background cartographic base maps such as Yandex, Google, ESRI, 2GIS and 
others (more than 40 items) should be specially noted. 
 Web-publication Subsystem. It’s the set of tools for preparation of map data for web 
presentation outside the geoportal. This part of software is based on Drupal web con-
tent management system. 
 Cartographic web-services, which include advanced address search with regional spe-
cifics, geocoding, routing, watercourse constructing and others. These web-based ser-
vices are designed for work carried out as a part of third party applied geoinformation 
systems. 
Presented geoportal software has several types of public (user and program) interfaces: 
 User web interface for a standard web browser; 
 Cartographic web services based on the OGC international standards; 
 Application Program Interfaces (API) for geoportal cartographic data visualization; 
 Informational services for third party applied systems. 
 
 
Figure 1. Web mapping user interface of the Geoportal of ICM SB RAS. 
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For the direct access to spatial data the protocols Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC), 
such as Web Map Service (WMS), Web Map Tiling Service (WMTS) and others are used; 
they allow access to the geoportal resources from applied user programs directly such as 
ArcGIS, MapInfo, QGIS etc., as the support of these protocols is integrated into most of 
the modern geoinformation systems.  
Thus, at first the users can become acquainted with thematic maps via the interface, and 
then link them by a web-service to their geoinformation system project for data analyzing: 
geoinformation software, such as an application for Windows, is usually used for this 
purpose. OGC protocols imply not a “picture” transition via a web-service only, but also 
running queries on table object data of the linked map layers. 
 
IMPLEMENTATION EXPERIENCE 
The developed system of applied high-level services successfully established itself as a 
software technological basis of information analytical systems for regional territory and 
municipal authorities. A number of such systems were implemented, such as decision 
support systems for local government on health, education, transport and disaster man-
agement; environmental monitoring and assessment of the state of the environment; sup-
port system for socio-economic development of the region. In general, during the last 
years it was implemented more than 10 analytical applications. In particular, over the past 
few years, about a dozen regional-level geoinformation web-systems have been created, 
including "Geoinformation system for monitoring the state of the environment in the zone 
of operation of the oil and gas industry enterprises of the Krasnoyarsk Territory", "The 
network of regional educational services", "The health map of the Krasnoyarsk Terri-
tory", "Satellite Remote Sensing data archive of the Krasnoyarsk Territory", "Automated 
system for monitoring the municipalities in economy and regional development". Cus-
tomers of these systems are the departments of the government of the Krasnoyarsk region, 
one of federal subjects of Russia. A few more development was established within the 
framework of the scientific research grants. 
Bodies of executive authorities are customers of these systems. Implementation of sys-
tems is carried out taking into account features and specifics of customers. Typically, the 
installation software runs on the customer's equipment, but it is also possible to use own 
data center of developers. Such placement is in some cases more appropriate given, for 
example, the nearby situated satellite imagery archives, which are very large. 
The web-GIS can provide access to the spatial analysis for users who are not technical 
experts in GIS. It is very attractive to see your data in a spatial representation without 
using any complicated programs and being limited only by a standard web browser. For 
example, the initial data for the Krasnoyarsk region fire situation-mapping interface is 
constantly real time updated departmental database on fires in the region. To ensure the 
operative data presentation in the geoinformation system, a special web-service providing 
the necessary pre-processing and raw data aggregation was developed (Fig. 2). There are 









Figure 2. Krasnoyarsk region operative fire situation web mapping interface. 
 
CONCLUSION 
The developed software and technological solutions have successfully proven themselves 
as a basis for resource intensive information and analytical systems of regional level for 
various problems solution, such as sectoral management information support (in the 
sphere of health, education, transport), environmental monitoring and the environment 
state assessment, forecasting of the region’s socio-economic development, centralized 
map data information supplying. 
The modular architecture of these systems, the use of standard web-services to exchange 
the data between these modules provide rapid adaptation of the existing software to cus-
tomer’s requirements, replication of individual components, their complementarity. In 
turn, the registration of created resources – spatial data – in the geoportal-centralized cat-
alog provides the possibility of its simultaneous use in multiple developments. This ser-
vice-oriented approach based on active web technologies implementation in the applied 
information systems is increasingly used today. 
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